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INTRODUCTION

Parkside is situated on the west side of Henley, on the road from Henley to
Rotherfield Greys. It lies to the sourh of this road immediately to the west
of Pack and Prime Lane. It ls within lhe modern boundary of Henley, but is
outside the original Henley Town, in the area known as Badgemore. The Manor

of

Badgemore is mentioned in Domesday (i), then known as Begeurde, which became
Baierugge in the l4th cenrury (ii), and Bagerugge in the l5th century (iii). Henley
is not mentioned at all in Domesday.

The last house known as Parkside was built in 1957 (iv), and burnt down on the
night of Tuesday l2th October l97l (v). The owner of the house, Dr Middleton,
had moved out two years before, and tried for many years to ger planning permission for various building schemes, none of which were acceptable. In the last
few years ownership passed to Mr Armati, and his plans for the site received
provisional planning consent. I! was then, late in 1985, that our Group asked
for permission to investigate a mound, which we knew to be in the garden of
the house. Mr Armati very kindly gave his consent, and we worked on the site
from the Spring of 1986 to rhe Autumn of 1987. The properry then changed
ownership again and is now owned by Berkeley Homes who have started building.

An earlier house, demolished presumably about 1957, existed on the site, in 1925
already known as Parkside. The O.S. -maps of 1879, 1883, and 1899 (maps 3,5,&
2) show it to have previously been called Windmill Cottage. This house would
seem to have been built some time between l87l and 1879, and was gradually
altered, the greatest change showing in the 1925 map. The house of 1879 to
1899 had a much larger garden than that of 1925 or of 1975 (map 6).
The map of 1925 shows a small house north north east of the main house, it
can also be seen in the maps of 1899, 1883, and 1879. The maps of 1925 and
1883 (maps 4 & 5) have a triangularion survey mark north of rhe main house,
and approximately half way between the main house and the small house. This

is the site of the-,mound. A Survey done by John Howard (map 6) places the

site more exaclly on the

1975O.S. map.

The Tlthe Map of 1843 (map l) shows the whole area as being parr of two fields,
one called Botrom of Pond Hill and the other \{indrnill Close (V/indmill Piece
can be seen the other side of Pack and Prime Lane, and there was another of
the same name to the west of Friars Field.) A significant point is that rl/ithin
Windmill Close is a small separate plot which Is lisred as a house and garden,
t
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lived in by William Whatman. The position and shape of the house make it possible
that it was the same house as shown in maps 2,3,4,& 5. In maps 2 & 5 both
show a circular enclosure shape that is similar to that in map l. It appears
that William Whatman was a publican. In a Street Directory (vi) of 1852 William
Whatman ls listed as landlord of The Windmlll Public House, and in 1863 (vii)
he had moved to be landlord of The Oxford Arms, which was at 87/9 Bell Street,
Street Directorles (viii) give Arabella Brooker ln 1868, and George Gale in 1869
as Licensees of The Windmill.

In the

Census Returns in l85l the entry for The Windmill comes after that for
Badgemore Cottage and then continues down Gravel Hill. At The Windmill there

was William Whatman (age 5l) Bricklayer and Publican and his wife Sara (50).
It was quice usual ln the lgth century for Publicans to have a second trade, many
pubs musc have had only a small number of customers and the trade on its own
would not have supplied a sufficient income.

In the Census of l86l The Windmill had Arabella Brooker (55) Licensed Victualler
living there with two lodgers. ln l87l the Census numbering has Westfield House
as No 79 (see map 5), The Windmill is No 80, Badgemore Lodge is 82. In l87l
at The Windmill there is George Gale Licensed Victualler and Painter, his wife
three daughters and two sons.. By l88l when the house laler known as Windmill
Cottage, then Parkside was built, the Census gives No 87 Windmill Hill (which
I presume to be later Windmill Cottage then Parkside) as lived in by Edmund
H Ellis Solicitor, No 88 Windmill Field (which I presume was the old Windmill
pub) by Charles Henson Farm Bailiff, and No 89 is Frlar Park.
The Windmill pub existed oucslde Henley Town Boundgry as early as 1770.

The

Licensing Recognisances (ix)show the following Licensees for The Windmill: Henry
Hester (Hesther) 1797-1818, Ambrose Dee 1774-1794, and possibly Thomas Dee
in l?70. The earlier liscs of Licensees 1753-4 give no pub names.

The only other reference to The Windmill is one supplied by John Crocker and
is from a Local Government Survey of Roads in 1864, which saystlane leading

to Windmill Public

and a footwayr.

House and

to Greys needs to be pul in order both as a

road

A map of 1790 (see Thos Pridets map on cover) has the words 'Mill Hillr written
in the approximate area, while the first O.S.map of 1830 has a small black mark
indicacing a building in about the same place, though this probably shows the
pub and not a mill, as a mill would have had a clearer marklng'
in 1861, says that according to Dr Plot in 1677 r...there
place
near
it
still
called Ancastle (west of lhe town where the windmill
ls a
Under this quotation Burns notes
now itands) which ts bu! a Norman Name...r ritt

John S Burns (x) writing

Ithe windmill has long slnce disappearedr. The

refers to Henley.

So by the mid l9th century there was no windmill, lt had obvlously gone a long
time before - but a Windmill pub existed untll at least 1871, and had been trading
since 1770 and probably much earlier. lt would certainly be logical to presume
that if a windmill was out of town and up a hill, refreshment for those using
the mill might be provided. If as seems almost certain the small house shown
on the maps 1,2,3,4,& 5 was The Windmill Public House, where in the vicinity
might chere be a mill? (Other mills have pubs called The Windmlll nearby, for
instance the mill at Brill, Bucks.)
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SURVEY AND MEASUREMENTS
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JOHN HOWARD

MAP
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Showing Bench Marks, one on Lodge
and other at corner of Pack and Prime
Lane. Also Survey points, one on road,
the other on mound (267.1!7, also shown
ln Maps 2, 3 & 4,
Remains of circular enclosure as in

Map
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shown here and
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(see Plans l-5)
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THE MOUND AND THE EXCAVATION
The size of the mound was difficult to judge as the surrounding ground was either
extensively overgrown or had been altered by dumping of wasle soil and building
debris, and then the par! removal of the same. From some aspects it appeared
to be 3m to 4m hlgh, while on the norrh east side lr was only about lm. Ir
was not regular in shape, and lt had obvlously been used as a landscape feature
in the garden. On closer inspection of the easLern and south eastero sides we
found a flint wall which appeared to be curving round. The top surface above
this wall was entirely covered wilh trees, bushes, brambles and soil.
TOP OF WALL AND PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Having removed the vegetation and much of the soil from the top, we found
thac the flint wall was'the outer edge of a massive construction of flint and
cement, the walls were in places 2m wide (Plan l) Tne whole building proved
to be an irregular circle of about ?m by 7.5m.

In Plan 1 the areas PSl, PS2, and PS3 were the first ro be uncovered, as rhis
part of the wall, delineated ln the plan by drawing of lndividual flinrs, was much
'higher than the rest of the wdll. In fact
when they were found we still did not
know whether they were connected, the south western and weslern sides PS4,
PS7 and PS8 had not yet been found and nor had PSS and PS6.
The area PSI/I was about .l5m lower than rhe top of PSI and had the appearance
of a post hole or perhaps a beam slot. At this stage speculation was on the
the possibility of the structure being a windmill of the Post mill type. A Posr
mill seemed most likely lf this was a mill, as it would seem to have been in
use in 1677, and we were at that time unaware that Tower mills were built before
the l8ch cencury and could be of small dimensions. What we had found were
three large chunks of solid flint walling roughly placed across and ar righr angles
to each other, possible support or anchorage for cross beams. However on looking
more carefully a! PS3 no similar beam slot appeared, instead what was almost
certainly a post hole was found. more or less .in the cenrre of the wall (pS3/l).
The finding of this fearure led us to believe chac the whole structure must have
been a tower, with interior beams set into the flint to give greater scrength to
the walls.
The next stage in the excavarion was the finding that rhe three blocks of walling
were joined together by the lower areas (Plan I PSs & PSC). These parts of
the wall seemed to be definite openings in the walls. They were borh clearly
defined straight sided and flac bottomed passages through rhe walls, PS5 in better
repair rhan PS6, but both of rhe same consrrucrion, and both having a splayed
out outer edge,both.were approximately the same hbight from the ground. Wherher
there v/ere ac one time similar ,openings on the opposite side between PS8 and
PSI is uncertain, as che wall on that sidd was more damaged and much lower.

A slighr confusion was caused at first above PSS by a llne of bricks going towards
and overlying earth in the central area (Plan 2). The bricks seemed to be part
of the main construction, but were found to be separate from it and probably
laid there at some later date. I c has been said by someone in Henley who worked
at Parkside as a maid, that the gardener had a hut on the top of the mound.
So it is a possibitity that the bricks could have been part of a way to the shed,
urilising the lower part of the wall PS5 as an entrance with the outer splayed
part PS5/2 as a scep. This outer par! was slightly lower than the main part
of PS5. The ground outside the walls at this poin! was higher and it was easy
to step from the ground up onto the walls at PS5/2.

cI{. -}.5

ffi:i

id

Fig I Members of the H.A. & H,G. at work Summer 1986, looklng from the
north, PS5/2 and PS5 in foreground. (L to R - John Howard, Liz Young, Kim
Fisher,sarah Bromilow, Peter Anderson & Hilary Fisher)
INTERIOR AND INFILL

Having cleared the top of the structure we next decided to dig out the earth
from the' interior. The walls on the inside formed a distorted circle of about
3m by 31m (Plan l).

It was soon apparent that the lnfill, although slightly differing in substance in
different parts, had no stratified layers. It was probably filled more or less at
one time with a random selection of earth, loam gravel and clay. Amongst this
earth there were a jumbled collection of finds.
FINDS IN THE INFILL

COINS There was only one coin found, which was lodged ln typical infill soil
on top of the wall at PS6. I! was a George,tll half penny dated 1806.
POTTERY Mostly 'l8th and early l9th century earthenware, remains of bioken
drinklng vessels, possibly beer mugs, dishes, cream bowls, cooking pocs, and pottery
colanders. (see Commentary on Pottbry by Maureen Mellor page 2l)
There were a few later pieces of l9th and 20th century chlna, but these were
on or near the surface. Mixed through the whole of the lnflll there were also
pieces

of Medieval pottery,

TILES Most of these were badly broken, and were probably late
lSth or early l9th century, although one or two floor tiles could have been earlier.

BRICKS AND

8

?dcms+

/m)
\._:-/

-Fig 2 Bone objeccs from infill. On left bone handle of
l8th century, On righr bone button, with three holes.

LRqc

small brush probably

IRONWORK There was quite a bit of iron but most of it was unidentifiable,
among the pieces which were recognisable were nails of all sizes, door fittings
both hinges and catches, and old scythe blades.

CLASS Mostly broken wine bottles, some by their highly indented bases
possibly lSth century,

being

BONES There were only a few of these and seemed to be mostly those of small
animals, probably rodents, a couple of bones of a dog, but norhing to suggest
human or animal burial or even the contents of a kitchen midden.
BONE OBJECTS See drawing above (Fig 2).

CLAY PIPES A large number of these were found, and the most

of them are described overleaf in an account by Paul

Cannon. (Page

ll)

interesting

Fig 3 Looking from the west. Shows shape of interior, PS5 top left, and PS6
right of centre behind the only immoveable tree root. Lower down inside shows
the ledge PS9 and the beginning ol the broken ledge PS9/l (on right).
9
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(l)

c. l6l0-1640
one example

12)

Spurred pipe

1660-1680 TD & Tudor rose

wirhin a heart - in relief

one example

-

base only.

A CIay Pipes for the Archaeologisc
B.A.R. 14, 1975 General Typology 4C 16

Oswald

(i) Atkinson D R Makers Marks on Clav
in London,
Vot VII no 8,

Tobacco Pipes Found

DR

Tobacco Pipes Found
New

Makers Marks on Clay

in London, Part

Two,

Vol VII no

ll,

25t(iii) Oswald A Clay pipes for the
Archaeologist B.A.R. 14, l97S; pp 64-5.
(iv) Moore J The. Rehains of a Sevenceenth
Century Clay Pipe Kiln at 13 Castle Street,
Aylesbury, erc. Record of Bucks Vol XXI,
1979, pp 129 & l3[--(v) Allen D & Dalwood C H
Excavarions

in George St, Aylesbury Record ol Bucks
(vi) Atkinson D & Oswald A London

Vol XXV, 1983, pp 45-6 plus fiche.

XXXII,

(3)&
(4)

c.1640-1660

one example of each
plus fragments

(s) c. 1660-1680
one example

(6)

A Clay Pipes for the Archaeologist
B.A.R. 14, t9?5 General Typology 3C 5:

Oswald

Oswald A Clay pipes for the Archaeologist
B.A.R. 14,1975 General Typology 3c 6.

c. 1700-1770 Medium frar foor rvirh serif inirials I p either side.
One example - much of bowl missing
Could be the work of John pickman of Wallingford, who was granted a
license ro marry in lZS9.
Inf6rmafion from MarJk Lewcun
ll

(71 c.1700-1770 Medium flar foor with large serif inirials R s either side.
Two examples, both bowls incomplete.
A further five examples of this mark were discovered in excavations at
Bell St' Henley, 1978 (oxon county Museum g6.57). The maker is unknown
but he may well be local.

(9)

c.1700-1770 Medium

ro small flat foot with serif initials I N either

One eximple, bowl absent. Maker unknown.
(t 0)

side.

c.1770-1810 Large square spurs with serif inirials M p either side.
EIght. examples, bowls are decorated with pronounced curved fluting, relief
raised dots and srars. This eraborate and pronounced scallop eogei'riuring
is an earlier form of the much simpler fruting which becomes'so ;;;t;;,nron
on pipes during the l9th century.

Early fluting is a fealure on

pipes from the Lincoln area
and also from Leicester.

Manr J Ei Clay Tobacco pi.pes
Excavarions inm
ffiroua""o'
tn;?;;

from

rhey are probabry the products
,3"";'oo"tj
"r piiman (varianr ":1?:!11'
in a^-Directory of c.1796. A Mary
"#tlJ.was-Lu.iea
of picftman)

in

(ll)

"lk',***

1804.

c.1830-1880 Small square spur with serif rnitrars T H either side.
One example, bowl ls decorated with simple fluting and drapery.
Probably by Thomas Holmes of walringford who- *"" *oiking c.r840-1864.

& c.t830-1880 Both
(13)
(t2),One
(13 Large s

(12)

with

Possibly William

W N either side
ng of fluring just visible, no bowl.
example plus iwo furthei examples

sm

Norri

king c.lg30_lg6l.

(14) c.1830-1880

Spurred pipes with serif inirials I N eirher side.
Ten examples, two with bowls.
Possibly either John Norris (ll of Reading c,lg06-c.lg50 and/or
John Norris (ll) of Reading c.l86l-1864. -

t2-

Square spur wlth serif initials H B either side.
One example, bowl absent.
Probably Henry Bryant of Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford, who was working

(15) c.1830-1880
c-1841-1854.
(

l6)

c.1862 Pointed spurs, small serif inicials M N either side.
Six examples, plain bowls.
May be the r,vork of Mary Norwood of Eton.

(17) c.1840-1880 Pointed spur, small serif lnilials J N either side.
One example, plain bowl.
The very small style of the lettering ls slmilar to the MN pipes

above.

They may be related.

(18) (19) & (20) Nothing known about these prpes.
(18) & (19) One example of each. (20) Four examples.

CONCLUSION ON INFILL

The jumbled conlents of the infill suggest that it consisted of material
inside the walls to

fill the interior.

When exactly this was done is uncertaln,

it could have

dumped

been when the house known

as Windmill Cottage and later Parkside was first built between l87l and

1881.

Or it could have been earlier, nearer to about 1840, Maureen Mellor has not yet
finished examining the infill pottery, but she says that none of it dates to later
than about

1840.

a slightly

The evidence

0 at

later time for

st
lf a windmill, had not
beams, machinery or a
any interior fittings ha
if it had still been a

Whenever the hollow

least.

verY short

Perhaps this c
perlod of use,

d.

was filled'
some time.
occuPation.
probably

t,

ime of

,the

mention would have been made of it. It seems likely that the windmill ceased
to be in use near the beginning of the lgth century, though the Windmill Public
House continued trading. The infill seems to be the accumulated rubbish from
around the publtc house, the medieval sherds being scooped up with the earth
which was mixed with both poctery and plpes.
THE WALLS - INSIDE

As the infill was removed the shape and composition of the walls was revealed.
It was shown that the entire walls were made of stone and mortar, the stones
were almost entirely flints, fhere were just a few rounded cobble type stones'
and a few pieces of what mlght have been rough unworked ragstone. There was
no sign of any brick, tile or dressed stone in any part of the walls.

-13-

On the north north east to south east interior sides the flints showed a fairly
regular surface, probably che original facing. The wall to the south west to nor[h

west was not in such good condition, much of ic had fallen away, particularly
noticeable at the point between PS7 and PS4, where Plan I and Fig 3 show the
interior shape coming to a point. Whereas the fallen away area on the north
west and south west wall was mostly lower down, undercutting the upper parts,
in this pointed area the whole wall seemed to have fallen, exposing the core

of the wall and leaving no proper

surface.

It is therefore quite possible that the apparent irregularity of the inrerior shape
as seen in Plan I may not have been the original shape. [t may have been a
more regular circle.

HEIGHT AND OUTSIDE OF THE WALL

To make an estimate of the wgll both inside and out, a trench was dug outside
to the north east, lm by lm along the wall to the east of the north eas! - south
west datum line (AB Ptan l). The wall at this point was slightly higher in the

cenEre, bur fell away

on the north side
(Fig 7 Section l)
The place at which
the line of the oucside
wall became distinct
was about .40m or
.45m below che top
of the wall.
The outside wall,
whose surface at
this point was rough,
dropped fairly straight
to the existing ground
level, a matter of
.70m. Below modern
ground level che wall
jutted out a further
.20m, and from there
down was a much
more regular surface,
which presumably was
the original surface.
(seeFigs5&6)
Fig 5 Outside of
wall north east side
showing original outer
surface below ground
level (Metre pole)
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Fig 6 Lower part of outer wall showing original surface

The wall continued down for another.60m, making an outside height of 1.30m
(2.10m baso to datum line)
or 1.70m ro rhe'centre of the wall (Fig 7 Section l).
Below the wall there seemed to be loose stones in clay, which seemed to be
the foundation of the wall. There was no sign in the north and south sides of
the trench of any kind of infilling, as there might have been if the foundations
It therefore seems likely that
of rhe wall had been sunk below ground level.
the ground on that side of the building had been built up after the construction

of the wall.

Laler we continued this trench downwards as we were finding levels inside the
at a much lower depth. The soil that we had reached, immediately below
the wall foundation (PS24/l) was of a mixed nature, a mix of gravel and dark
brown earth. In this layer we found three pieces of worn tile, a stem of a clay
pipe probably l9th cencury and a nail. Underlying this layer we reached another,
where there was gravelly soil of a yellow brown colour (PS24/2), near the surface
of this we found one piece of medieval pottery and a flat piece of hard cement.
By now we had reached the depth of 2.(0m from the datum line, which was the
same depth as we had found natural iuside, the natural inside also seemed to

building

be a yellowish gravel.

ln trench PS24 we. found no sign of any of the floors which were found inside
the building, it would seem that any previous building did not extend outside the
wall in that direction.
INSIDE

Section I (Fig 7) was taken along the datum line A-B, and therefore cuts across
PS5 at an angle (PIan l). From this seclion it can be seen tha! from the top
of the wall ro the flat surface of PS5 measured .40m-.45m. At this angle
15 -
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of section about .60m of PSS shows as a flat area, before the inside wall scarts
dropping down. At this point the wall was vertical for .60m and rhen indenred
to a depth of .l0m-,15m (Section I and Fig 8), and then again dropped verIically
for .60m. Here there was a ledge or shelf PSg (Plans 1,3,4,& 5; Secrion I &
FiS 8).
Below PS9 the wall conrinued down for another .30m-.35m when ir
seemed to end in loose stones set in clay. The wall at the bottom had a tendency
to crumble away, and ir was difficult to take exact measurements, a problem
extending to most of the wall measurements due to the uneven nature of flint
bui

lding.

The bottom of the wall was 1.50m below the surface of PS5, 1.90m from the
top of the wall (2.40m from the datum line). lt can be seen that the wall inside
the building was .20m lower than the outside, as shown inTrench PS24 (Secrjon l).
Possibly this was a deliberate actempt to reduce oulward pressure on the walls
caused by revolving machinery, in effect forming a sort of buffer.
THE LEDCE OR SHELF PS9 also PS9/l

In plans 1,3,4 & 5 one can see this ledge, at the north end it is.50m
at the other end it
disappears into the wall,

with no ledge

beneath

PS6. However the remains
of a small ledge could

be discerned along the
south and south west
part of the wall (PSg/l)
and can be seen in
Plan l, Sectiorl 2 and
Fig 9. As the wall
under this part had
mostly fallen away it was
difficult to tell whether
at one time it might
have been wider, PS9/l
like PSg also seemed
to f ade in to rhe wall
ac both ends, and also
seemed to be the same
height from the bottom
of the walls, .30m-.35m.
It

was suggested that

these ledges might

have

been constructed to
support either a floor
or machinery.
Fig 8

The ledge PSg

showing the wider north

end, with above the
indented wall, and the
inner end of the opening
PS5. (1.0m & .50m poles)

-17
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rvide whlle

Fig 9 Inside wall on south side, highest parr PSl, lower parr PS8 (Plan l).
of broken ledge PS9/l shows near boctom of wall. (l.Om A .50m poles)

Line

THE LEVELS UNDERLYING THE INFILL

LEVEL I - The bottom of the infill was approximately at the same level as the
base ol the walls, and consisted of a la-ver of clay about.l0m-.05m thick, which
seemed to be similar to, and a continuarion ol the clay on which the walls were
bu

ilt.

LEVEL 2 - When we removed the clay we found a second level (PSl0 Plan l).
This level consisted of firm earth with rwo disrinct L shapes of charcoal ro the
north east and north west. !Virltin the Ls, the points of which seemed to go under
the walls, the ground was clay, a marching pair of clay shapes, not delineared
by charcoal, were to the south eas! and south west. Although these were not
edged by charcoal there was a scattering of charcoal near to them.
The charcoal in the L shapes did not appear to lie in any consistant manner, and
could neither be shown to be the remains of upright timbers, nor of horizoncal
beams. The depth of the charcoal was about ,05m,
LEVEL 3 - This level (Plan 4) wds separared by a variable layer of earrh and
clay from the floor above (Level 2), in places this was a layer of about .03m-.05m.

At the north east side below the ledge (PS9), there was an area of charcoal which
had the appearance of burnt beams (PSl2 Plan 4) running north east to sou!h
west, the charcoal had a definite direccion to it. These short remains of beams
appeared to run under the wall. At that point the bottom of the wall had fallen
away so that the ledge was undeercut to as much as .30m, and even so the burnt
tlmbers continued under the wall.

South of the burnt timber there was a deposit of iron pieces and burnt slag (pS
l6 Plan 4), some of the slag was faintly magnetic, while the rest was inert.

l8-

ln the middle of the Level and alongside PSl6 there was a large deposic of charcoal
which could have been the remains of burnt wattle and daub (PSl5). Burnr clay
was mixed with burnt withies, some of which were split. There appeared to be
the suggestion of a cross woven effect, some of the burnt material went one
way and some lay at right angles ro it.
The clay areas (PSll, 13, & l4) seen in the previous floor or level PSl0
3) continued through this level,

(Plan

LEVEL 4

- Beneath PSl5 in Level 3, there was a thin layer of clay and soil below
which was an area of small pieces of compacted charcoal (PSl7 Plan 5). This

charcoal was found

to extend

across the whole surface, except

for the clay

(PSl4).

The charcoal layer (PSl7) was between .0lm-.03m thick. On the norch easrern
side the charcoal merged into PSl8 and PSl9 which appeared to be the remains
of planking or beams. In PSlS the definire lines (Plan 5) could have been caused
by metal, possibly iron,as well as being the remains of burnt wood.
LEVEL 5 - This level consisted of another layer of clay, spreading across the
whole interior, beneath the charcoal of Level 4. This clay was about.05m-.10m
thick (PS20), and was more orange in colour than previous clays. Towards the
bottom of the layer it was an .even brighter orange, giving a very burnt impression
(PS20/l). Immediately below this orange layer, there was a very rhin layer of
blackened earth (PS20/2), which may have been charcoal or occuparion debris.
In places this layer at its thickest was about .01m.
LEVEL 6 - The thin blackened layer overlay a flint and pebble floor (PS2t), which
extended across the whole interior and appeared to go under the walls, The stones
were compactly laid, mostly flint, some of which had smooth facets facing upwards.
There were a few cobble cype stones and a smattering of chalk, mostly in very
small fragments. Of this floor we only dug up abour half, beneath it we found
natural soil, in this area a mix of sandy gravel and chalk fragments.

(l
Fig l0 One of the possible entrance passages (PS5) showing outer splayed edge
on right (PS5/2 Plan l)
-
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COMMENTARY ON THE POTTERY

FOUND AT PARKSIDE

MAUREEN MELLOR
POTTERY EXPERT FOR

THE OXFORD ARCHAEOLOCICAL UNIT LTD
Unfortunately all medieval assemblages of potcery were too small for useful dating.

The term (mlsc) short for
medieval. is not

-

miscellaneous, means

of a recognlsed fabric or

Level 6 -

no pottery found ln this level

Level 5 -

PS20

I sherd l2th-l3th century
Slag and furnace lining

Level 4 -

PSlg

5 sherds l2th-l3th century

PSlT/l
Level 3 -

PSl6
PSI s

PSl4/3
PSt4/2

PSl2/l

Level 2 -

I sherd rmedlevalr

unldentified

2 sherds l2th-l3th century
3 sherds like PSI?/I and PS20
I sherd (like Camley Gardens, Maidenhead ? early l3th C.)

I sherd (misc)

2 sherds rmedievalr unidentifted
Tlle

2 sherds rmedievalr unidentlfied
2 sherds early post medieval - l6th-l7th century

PSl0/4

I sherd (misc)
3 sherds (l mlsc)
Tile and slag
I sherd (Surrey ware,

PSt

l/4

probably

I fragment of clay peg-tile
I sherd early l3th century

PSt2

PSl0/3

Level I -

that the pottery though

type.

2 fragments of tlle

no pottery found ln thls level

perhaps Klngston on Thames

l3th-l5th century)

Pottery from Inflll
This large group of sherds, has not yet been examined ln detail, but they appear
to be all before about 1840, The maln lnterest ln this group ls ln comparing
it with pottery from elsewhere ln the county and the surrounding district.

(Note:- In the above llst the PS numberlng lncludes the use of a sub number
as in l7/1. Unless thls number ls identlfiable on the Plans or Sectlons, then
it ls used to denote a lower level within the same area. Thus l4/3 ls lower
ln 14 than l4/2, and l2ll ls lower ln 12 than 12 ltself.)

DISCUSSION

Bearing in mind rhe various references to a mill on the hill in the approximate
area, one has to consider whether the structure we have found might be a- mill.
When we started work here I was under the lmpression that mills before the lSth
century were of necesslty Post mllls, and that Tower mills were a development
of the l8th and l9ch centurles; also that they were large and mainly ln East Anglia.
What we had found was plalnly a tower, could it have been defensive? There
is a possibllity of this, although its interior dimensions seem too small. A rower
perhaps attached to a medieval manor, pqrhaps an early Badgemore or connected
to the legendary Ancastle? Either ls a vague and rather improbable possibility.

Amongst those who have seen the building, Mr Kennech Major, a noted Industrial
Archaeologist, has no doubts of lt being a Tower Windmill. He provided me wich
a very inleresting paper from the 4th Symposium of the Inlernational Molinological
Society, which was held ln Marlock in 1977. It is entirled rrThe Small Tower Mills
of the Bricish Islesrr by Laurence Turner and Marrin Watts. In thls paper having
mentioned the larger tower mills they say t'the remaining towers which are much
smaller and are to be found in.almost all areas except Eastern Englandrr.
They go on rrfrom illustrations and known remains they were invariably constructed
of stone, the most common locally available material for building, and their shape
was usually of a cylinder or a truncated conett.

ln respect of our edifice, not having a local supply of other building stone, it
ls perhaps only to be expected lhat the local flint should have been used. Thus
perhaps of ngcessity causing the walls to be thicker than might have been the
case using other bullding s!one. It ls worth considering here that the old Henley
Bridge, thought to date from about 1170, judging by its two remaining arches
(xi), and the remains ln the river (xii), was mainly of shuttered flint, and only
faced with Barnack stone as a dressing round the rims of the outer arches.
Turner and Watts conlinue that although some of the tower mills were built in
the lgch century others are much earlier. At Burton Dassett, Warwicks, the tower
mill is referred to in a deed of the lsth century. In Sark there ls a tower mill
of 1571, in Portland, Dorset, there are two mills of 1626, and the earliest known
reference to a tower mill ls in a Pipe Roll of 1294/6, and refers to a stone windmill at Dover. There are further mentions of various other towers both in this

country and on the continent.

It ls pointed out that most of these small tower mllls wdre used for only a small
quantlty of grain from local farmers, and that many had only one pair of millstones
wlthin. In this context lt ls worth considering that although a mill was known
to be somewhere ln thls area, there was also a horse mill in the neighbourhood
of Northfield End (xiii), and there were other mills scattered ln the various parishes
around Henley (xiv).

A comparison of sizg with some of the towers ln the paper by Turner and Watts,
shows that many of the smaller ones have lnterlor dimensions of about 3.0m-3.5m,
which compares reasonably wlth our tower. Mr Major was of the opinion that
there was room inslde our tower for a single pair of mlllstones to be in use.
The width of the walls in host cases appears smaller than in our tower, but chere
ls the consideration of the nature of flint on its own as a buildin[ material.
Turner and Watts lnclude a short piece by a Mr Stephen Buckland who is writing
on a tower mill ln Pembrokeshire - rrThe remalns of a parallel sided stone tower,
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of random coursed masonry stand to a heighr of abou! 4.3m....... the tower is
6.09m external diameter and 3.6m internally, implying that it was a single pair
mill. The thickness and strength of the wall seems excessive, more than miSht
reasonably be expected even for industrial structures in this area of vernacular
sCone building, but a lTth century document for building a vertically sided stone
specifies even thicker walls for no slated
tower mill, quoted in Bruggemanrs
-say tha!book,
the reight of the tower may have been only
reason". i{e' goes on to
5.0m with a 12.0m sailspan.
To return to Turner .and Watts they say rrMany towers have doorways opposite
each other at ground level or first floor level to gain access clear of turning
sails". This is interesting when one considers the two apparent entrances formed
by PS5 and PS6 (Plan I & Fig l0). These although not opposite to each other,
would provide alternative entry .points, if the sails were turned to the north or
east. The north and the east iides would be away from the more usual position
of the sails, which had to be turned lnto the wind, the prevailing winds blow from
the south, south west or west, occasionally backing to north west. The shape
of PS5 as can be seen ln Fig l0 is of a passage through the walls with an ourer
splayed step, which could quire possibly be where a door sill beam could have
rlsted, being a part of a door casing. PS6 was a similar shape but not so well
preserved.

In reviewing the floor levels beneath the Infill
debris, ir seems probable that the thick layer of clay, Lovel l, which extended
across the whole interior and seemed to form part of the foundation of the walls,
was the floor of the tower building.,

DISCUSSION OF FLOOR LEVELS

It also seems possible that the clay areas in Plans 3: 4, & 5 were part of the
same floor ( Level l), that clay was introduced to give a compact surface and
to seal off the lnside of the tower from debrls and soil beneath. That clay was
used in the foundations of the walls, and that after the walls were begun to be
built, that the same clay was spread across inside and was rammed down into
any cavities below. There does seem to be a curved outer edge to the clay in
PSll (Plans 4 & 5),'which might echo the original base of the walls although
well below the actual foundations. This is the area where we assumed tha! a
portion of the wall had fallen away.
Nothing was found to be in the clay Iayer, nor was anything found on or near
its suriace, which may mean that some other kind of flooring was above it, perhaps
a wooden floor at the level of the ledges PS9 and PS9/1. If there had been such
a floor it seems likely that it was removed as salvage, wood beams and heavy
planking have always been valuable Commodities. In the same way beams supporting
machinery, and indeed the machinery itself would have been taken for re-use.
There was no sign either of any grain remnants, not at leas! visible to the naked
eye, in or on thls clay layer. This is perhaps nof surprising if one considers that

the mill musr have fallen into disuse, then was totally dismantled and left probably
for many years open to the sky. What the birds and rodents did not eat, probably
rotled away. When we had cleared the interior we found that the clay held water
most successfully until dried off again by the sun, this constant wetting and drying

all the tlme

exposed

to the air would

have deslroyed any grain remaining.

All of the pottery found in , the levels below Level I was medieval except for
two pieces of l6th to lTth century pottery found near or on the surface of PSl2.
These two pieces could have been introduced when the clay floor (Level l) was
pushed down, it may have filled a cavity at this point. In Plans 3 and 4 it can
be seen that clay was lmmediately above PSl2.
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f one
nature,
a post
-and
2
in the

I

3 and 4, one ls left w
e result of the burnin
tower. If so it seems
Part of the same oc
3 PIan 4) there was

to be wattle and daub, which although relevant to a house does not
to a Post mill.
In Plan 5 the remains of charcoal, what looked like the burnt remains of planking
or beams suggest the debris of a burnt down house, particularly if lhe wattle
and daub related to thts layer. In this layer there was a fragment of tile and
l2rh-l3th century sherds of pottery. It is pOssible that the Surrey ware listed
as in Level 2 (PSll/4), was actually at rhis level. The clay in PSll overlay the
charcoal of PSIT (Plans 4 & 5) and PSll/4 was at the very bottom of the clay'
which was nearer the level of Levet 4 than Level 2. Surrey ware is regarded
appeared

seem relevant

as being l3th-lSth century.

Level 5 was another clay layer, agaln very burnt in appearance. It might have
been used, as ln the later tower walls, as a foundation for a house, the burnt

if the house burn! down, as previously suggested.
In rhis tevel rhere was one sherd of l2th-l3th century poltery' and also slag and
pieces of furnace lining. This could suggest that the house was more likely to
have been a workshop. In Plan 4 one can.see that at Level 3 there was also
some slag and iron, which if consldered \r'ith the furnace lining in Level 5, and
slag in FStt/4 teaas one to the supposition that the Levels from 2 to 5 were
perhaps all connected to iron smelting.
on may be made here with a site
carried out by B F Rawlins of th
in 1983. Here according to the
house they found that "later rebuil
earller levels for the laying down o
floor ioists,n (the underlining ts mlne)"However there still remained intact below,
iIF-*ortitry area of an iron smelting slte datlng from the 2nd half of the l3th
century. Nothing remained of the furnace other than a spread of burning.and
charcoal ........Th; iron workers had made use of the slope of the site .......'l
appearance could have been caused

This supports the idea that the clay of Level I was placed as a foundation for
the walls and interior Jolsts of the tower, and also surprlslngly seems to echo
the kind of finds that we have found below Level l. It also re-inforces the notion
that the clay at Level 5 was a floor or foundatlon level.
Between the Levels 2 and 3 and the Levets 3 and 4 there ,""t"d' to be thin

layers of soil and clay, which mlght indicate that there were two rebuildings,
maybe Just a part of ihe collapsJof one buildin!.

oi

As regards iron smeltlng (xvi), the process lnvolved was of heating ore in a furnace
in order to extract the oxygen and lmpurities from the iron oxides. To do this
charcoal was used, whlch ln burnlng uses oxygen. The resultlng mix of hot liquid
separates lnto iron and slag, the iron is drained off and the slag remains, unless
previously extracted. lt ls still no! pure iron, and to rid lt of any remaining
slag, a smithing or hammering process ls needed to convert it into useable iron.
Thls is a very basic descriptlon, but four points are worth mentioning,

Firstly the smelting process leaves the furnace clay a grey/blue colour, which
ls the colour of the furnace llnlng that we found, The dralning off process in
Medleval tlmes was often facilitated by using a hill or hillock for the siting of
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a furnace. The slag resulting from smeltlng is either non magnetic or only weakly
magnetic, a condition of the slag we found at Parkside. Finally the smithing
process, which also uses heat does so in the alr, so that clay ln contact with
ic becomes red rather than grey, perhaps this might have conrributed to the
orangey red of Level 5.

5 and 6 there was a thin layer of blackened soil, which may have
been just dirt on the floor beneath, not sufficlent to consider removing when
the house/workshop was butlt. Level 6 the flint and cobble floor , could have
been either inlerior or exterior. However since the house/workshop was built
on top of it with so little occupation layers upon it, it would seem most likely
to have been an exterlor yard of some kind. . The small pieces of chalk embedded
Between Level

in it, might be of significance. ln order to increase the flow of molLen metal
a flux, limestone is one of these materials, perhaps here

substances are added as
they used chalk.
CONCLUSION

First the tower - given the hiscorical references to a mill, the evidence of maps
showing a windmill in the general area, and then considering the paper by Messrs
Turner and Watts on Small Tower Windmills : also bearing ln mind the existence
in 1843 of the Windmill Public House situated oucside the town and in an enclosure
in the middle of an open field, within which enclosure the tower remains happen
to be situated; then it does seem very likely that the structure we have uncovered
was a small tower windmill.
The daring of the mill is uncertain. It was in use in 1677 (Dr Plot), we have
evidence of clay pipes ln the Infill, presumed to have come from the debris around
the Windmill Public House, dating to the early lTth century. If we consider the
two pieces of pottery found immediately below the clay floor of the tower, we
then have a possible date of late l6ch to early lTth centurf for the building

of the tower windmill.

It seems that the tower was built on the site of previous buildings. It does seem
very possible that lf a wooden post mill exlsted here and was burnt down that
a stone tower mill should have been placed on the same site. But the Levels
2, 3, 4, & 5 could all belong to a period of iron smelting or working, possibly
divided into 3 phases, all of which appear by the pottery in them to be l2thl3th

century.

It certainly

that there was occupation of the tower site during the l3th
l4th century. Buc also considering the amount of Medieval
pottery scattered through the Infill of the tower, there must have been other
occupied buildings in the vicinity.
suggests

and probably into the

The lowest floor level had no finds recovered from it and as previously suggested
was possibly a courtyard of some kind. It obviously preceded whatever buildings
contained the l2th-l3th century pottery, so lt might be of the llth century.
In which case it could be connected to the Manor of Badgemore menlioned in
the Domesday Survey (tOgn). Not necessarily the Manor Hoise but perhaps part
of a settlement near to it.

POST SCRIPT

It is a pity that further investigation of the whole area has been prevented by
the building of the new housing development. Though as the building is of only
five houses with land around them, perhaps work in the future might be possible.
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LIST OF CLAY PIPE MAKERS

Extracted from ICLAY PIPES FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGIST' by ADRIAN OSWALD
Published 1975 British Archaeology Reports No 14

HENLEY EB Edward Buckley" 1769 Apprentlce Records
CP Charles Pickman 1752 Apprenticed to R Pickman
RP Richard Plckman 1752 Apprenrlce Records.

(Not included in Oswald's LIst :MP Mary Pickman c,1796 Dlrectory
TS Thomas Scolwel. l?02 Partsh Rigtsters (Colwel?)

IS John Scolwel 1705 Partsh Registers
RS Richard Scolwel l7l0 or l72O + Parlsh Registers )
READING RA Richard (Robert) Atklns 1697 also Salisbury M Lic
IB J Brunsdon 1847-63 Directory
CD Caleb Dearing 1633 R Boror Records
CW Charles Wright l7l0 Apprenticed to R Wright
FH Ferdinando H.ulyns 1633 also London R Boror Records
EI Edward Ironmonger 1756 Apprenticed to W llsey
WI William Ilsey 1756 Apprentice Records
RM Richard Moon 1828-31 Directory
lN J Norris 1828-48 Dlrectory
WN W Norris 1854-64 Direcrory
IP John Perry 1636 R Boror Records
RW Richard Wheeler 1633 R Boror Records
RW Richard Wrighr l7l0 Apprentice Records
possibly

WALLINGFORD HB Henry Bryant 1848-54 Directory
TH T Hales (Holmes) 1854-64 Direcrory
EP Edward Parker 1757 Apprenriced ro F Parker
FP Francis Parker 1757 Apprentice Records
ETON

- Appears to be a large manufacturing site, in the list there are 39 entries
Among those listed are
WN Willtam Norwood 1797
RN Richard Norwood 1839-1903
MN Mary & Anne Norwood 1847-77

to the following members of the H.A. & H.G. who assisted with
the excavation. Sdme of those listed came only a few times, but others were
there nearly every Saturday afternoon for a year and a half.

Thanks are due

In alphabetical order :Peter Anderson, Sarah Bromllow, Hilary, Klm, Martln &
Stephen Fisher, Ruth Gibson, Joan & John Howard, Sheila Kingsley, Ellas Kupferman,
Hugh Legh, Ivy Reeves, Llz Young.
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Le Moulin de Lamothe, Dordogne, France
This stone built small tower windmill shows
the turninS cap with pole attached to turn it

A

of the mill at Parkside
Flint built with timber beam surrounds

possible reconstruction

of

doors

&

windows, and moveable steps

at one door

The height of the doorways from the ground, about five foot, as suggested in lhe reconstruction drawing on the right,
might have been useful for two reasons. It would have discouraged rats and mice, and it l,vould have been a convenient
height for loading sacks of corn either from a man's shoulders or from a cart'
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